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ABOUT APTOS
Aptos is a new type of blockchain that takes

advantage of the specialist language Move and its
formal contract verification (the Move Prover) to

offer unprecedented levels of scalability and speed.
Aptos offers tangible improvements thanks to its

concurrent processes as transactions are pipelined
to the public ledger.

 
Aptoge aims to be foster the meme-loving

community that grows within the Aptos chain. As the
Aptos blockchain continues to chart new levels of

use, Aptoge will grow alongside it, adding brand and
community value at every level. In addition, we are
committed to bringing a range of new DeFi utilities
to Aptos that are widely enjoyed on EVM chains. 



OUR TEAM
Aptoge is backed by a dedicated team of professionals

including a core team that have advised multiple tokens to
multimillion market-caps. Our core team spans timezones to

run our communities 24/7.
 

Our developers were some of the earliest to release an Aptos
token and we continue to work alongside representatives and

contacts from the Aptos team to improve our on-chain
offering. 

 
For our new NFT usecase, as well as our growing alternative
communities (with Discord being added to Telegram in the

coming days), our team is constantly onboarded recommended
members to increase our thoroughput. 



OUR MISSION AND PROGRESS SO FAR
Aptoge aims to be the number one
stop for DeFi on the Aptos chain,
bringing a meme-loving community
and DeFI utilities that investors know
and love on other chains. Hence,
looking to the future, the Aptoge team
are doubling down on bringing DeFi
investors on other chains to Aptoge
and towards Aptos in general, through
educational material and presence on
targeted platforms. 

Already, we have released the following:
 

- The first buy-bot on the chain (now
configurable to scale with the buy size!)

- The first price-bot on the chain (with some
of the best charting software accross

chains)
- Listed on CoinGecko, CoinMarketCap and

[Crypto.com](http://Crypto.com) and tweets
and posts by top telegram influencers

- Release of our liquidity locker - the
cheapest on the chain so far - and lock for 1

year on there



HOW TO BUY
1. Buy APTOS on CEXs that support it.

 
2. Send your APTOS to your Aptos Wallet

 
3. BUY Aptoge on liquidswap and hippo

swap



 Launch as first meme coin
on Aptos chain

 Whitelisted by Pontem
wallet and Liquidswap

 500k market cap
 500k volumeOUR

ROADMAP

PHASE 1
 Initial bot technology

release
 Listed on CoinMarketCap

 Listed on CoinGecko
 Release of liquidity locker 

PHASE 2

 Educational materials on how
to bridge and buy

 Whitepaper release and
roadmap announced

  Launch of first NFT collection
with custom minting

  1M market cap / volume 

PHASE 3
  Full chart tracking on top

listers 
  Liquidity added to alternative

exchanges 
  Partnership / endorsement by

Aptos representatives

PHASE 4



SOCIAL LINKS

https://t.me/Aptoge
https://twitter.com/AptogeAptos
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/aptoge
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/aptoge/

